InfluenceMap

InfluenceMap is an independent think tank that provides data and analysis on how business and finance are affecting the climate crisis. FinanceMap is an online, publicly available platform which examines the asset management sector through a climate lens. We analyze asset managers' climate performance on portfolios, investor-engagement processes, and shareholder resolutions using industry-recognized benchmarking standards.

AREAS OF ACTIVITY
Investment & Financing

PROJECT
FinanceMap

FinanceMap is an online, publicly available platform by global climate-risk think tank InfluenceMap which examines the asset management sector through a climate lens. We analyze asset managers' climate performance on portfolios, investor-engagement processes, and shareholder resolutions using industry-recognized benchmarking standards. FinanceMap applies the market-leading Paris Agreement Capital Transition Assessment (PACTA) methodology, developed by 2 Degrees Investing Initiative, to a universe of over 70,000 funds managed by over 1,000 asset management groups globally, to assess the alignment of portfolios with the Paris Agreement. In-depth analysis of the corporate stewardship programs and climate-related proxy voting behavior of the world’s 30 largest asset managers can also be accessed through the asset manager profile pages. FinanceMap’s methodology to measure the corporate stewardship programs on climate was developed in consultation with several of the world’s leading asset managers is benchmarked against the UK Financial Reporting Council’s 2020 Stewardship Code. FinanceMap and its reports inform asset owners and other key stakeholders on how the asset management sector is performing on climate, while providing benchmarking tools for the sector itself. Contact: Eden Coates

https://www.ecca21.eu/participants/1547 Official website of the project:
https://financemap.org
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Video https://youtu.be/hKfNnmH1Q9M